Pioneering innovators in:
- Petroleum inventory management
- Environmental compliance

25 Years focus in one direction

Serving tank owners on 5 continents

Monitoring / analyzing 35,000 tanks

Passionate about eliminating fuel shrink
- ... and driving fuel profitability
Statistical Inventory Reconciliation (SIR)

- Meets requirements of 40 CFR
- Leak Detection for Tanks & Lines
- Easy
- Cost Effective
- Great fuel management information
The UST System

Fuel Terminal
Things have changed in the last 25 years…

- Stamps @ $0.25
- Eggs @ $1.01
- Milk @ $2.80
- Gas @ $1.14

- Stamps @ $0.47
- Eggs @ $2.73
- Milk @ $3.40
- Gas @ $2.26
Things have changed in the last 25 years…
Things have changed in the last 25 years…
See what other systems miss...
See what other systems miss...
The Fuel Management Chain

Real time wetstock management improves the whole fuel management chain

Issues
- Unbalanced workloads
- Pirate deliveries
- Fuel losses
  - High Stock
  - Run outs
  - Leaks!
- Lost sales
  - Asset downtime
- High Admin
  - Headcount

Real time solutions
- Centralised Ordering and Dispatch
- Automated Net Reconciliation Analysis
- Flow Monitoring
  - Dispenser
  - Tank Utilization
- Web based centralised data & reporting
ClearView: Cut Environmental Risk and Compliance Cost

Automate, Anticipate, Detect ….. Sleep Better!

Fast leak detection makes real and measurable savings
What If You Could See Everything?

ClearView: Wetstock Management Service

- Reduce environmental risk & compliance costs
- Detect & eliminate fuel shrink
- Increase fuel sales
- Reduce maintenance costs
- Do it all easily!
Kevin Dockery
Kevin.dockery@wayne.com